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Ms. Neate Group 3  
Characters 
King Luke - Damian 
Queen Ellie - Brielle 
Princess Lia -Ximena 
Dave the Dragon - Jayden 
Blue Knight - Sergio 
Prince Harming - Ismael 
Bad Girl Wizard - Mariah 
Ted the Builder - Jasmine 
Bruno the Knight - Cesar 
Wizard Girl – Nadia 
 
You may download your script by typing the following address in your Internet Browser address bar 
(top of the page)  
www.southlandsings.org/venaneate 
 

Narrator - Ximena 
Once upon a time in the kingdom called Magic Kingdom there lived a royal family. The family was 
very rich and had many expensive gems.  
 

King - Damian 
I am a great king and I am so rich that I have a castle. 
 

Queen - Brielle 
I have a beautiful garden and some very valuable gems. I love my gems. 
 

Princess - Ximena 
Yes my dad is rich and I love this life. I love my mom and dad so much. 

Narrator- Brielle 
The king had a protector named Dave the Dragon.  
 

Dragon - Jayden 
No evil person will hurt the royal family as long as I protect them. 
 

Narrator- Brielle 
One day the king sent the dragon on an errand. 
 

King- Damian 
Dragon, I need you to go to the city to deliver my tax documents to the royal accountant.  

Dragon 
I will 

(The dragon leaves)  
Narrator- Nadia 

There were two villains named the Blue Knight and Prince Harming. They wanted to take over the 
kingdom. 
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Prince Harming - Ismael 
I plan to take over the kingdom in four weeks. 
 

Blue Knight - Sergio 
No let’s do it sooner, let’s do it now!! I can’t wait four weeks 

Prince Harming - Ismael 
OK let’s do it.  
 

Narrator- Ximena 
They had a sidekick: the bad wizard. 
 

Bad Girl Wizard - Mariah 
Let’s steal the gems! If we steal the valuable gems, then we will have all of the power.  
 
 

Narrator - Brielle 
So they sneak over to the castle to break in and steal the gems.  
 

Prince Harming - Ismael 
I’m going to throw some rocks to distract the guards.  

(The guards hear the rocks and go to check out the sound) 
 

Guard - Nadia 
I think the sound came from over here. (She points)  Let’s go check it out.  

(The guards exit leaving the entry open for the villains) 
 

Narrator -Nadia 
They climb into the castle and see the gems. 
 

Prince Harming 
Let’s get the gems! 
 

Bad Girl Wizard 
Let’s switch them out with some fake, exploding gems. 
 

Blue Knight 
Yes! 

 
Narrator - Brielle 

The next day the king had a big ceremony where he would present the gems to his daughter. 
Nobody in the kingdom realized that the gems had been switched.  
 

King 
I want to present these beautiful gems to my daughter.  
 

Princess 
Thank you, they are beautiful, but they look kind of fake.  
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Queen 

Put those gems down, it might be a trap.  
(They back away)  
(All of a sudden the gems explode and destroy some of the furniture) 

King 
My gems blew up. We could have been hurt. Now I have to hire someone to investigate.  
 

Queen 
We need to find out who did this, let’s call Ted the Builder and Wizard Girl, they will help us.  
 
 

Narrator - Ximena 
Ted the builder arrives with his friend Wizard Girl.  
 

Ted - Jasmine 
I will rebuild the furniture and my friend Wizard Girl she can help you find the missing gems. 
 

Wizard Girl - Nadia 
I will cast a spell and the make the bad guys reveal themselves.  

(Poof)  
Narrator - Nadia 

The bad guys show up and hand over the real gems. 
 

Bad Girl Wizard, Blue Knight and Prince Harming 
We are sorry. 
 

King 
Now it’s time for your punishment. Bring in Bruno the Knight! 
 

Bruno - Cesar 
Hello I’m Bruno the Knight and I have brought my bunny rabbits. They will nibble your toes for 
punishment. 

(The bunnies nibble the villains’ toes) 
 I hope that teaches you a lesson.  
 

Narrator - Cesar 
After the bunny rabbits nibbled their toes the villains agreed to never do any evil again. The villains 
were sent away and the kingdom was once again safe.  
 
 
 


